Abstract. We calculate mass spectra of charmed baryons within a relativistically covariant quark model based on the Bethe-Salpeter-equation in instantaneous approximation. Interactions are given by a linearly rising three-body confinement potential and a flavor dependent two-body force derived from QCD instanton effects. This model has already been successfully applied to the calculation of light flavor baryon spectra and is now extended to heavy baryons. Within the same framework we compare the results to those obtained with the more conventional one-gluon-exchange potential.
Introduction
This paper is part of a series studying properties of hadron resonances within a unified constituent quark model. The model is based on the Bethe-Salpeter-equation in instantaneous approximation and hence is relativistically covariant by construction. The present work extends the investigations of baryon spectra from previous papers on the non-strange [1] and the strange [2] sector to charmed baryons. We have found that our Bethe-Salpeter-model is able to describe not only the Regge-trajectories of light flavor baryon spectra but also their hyperfine structures with only seven free parameters. On this basis we have now calculated mass spectra of single, double and triple charm baryons.
A similar extension from light to heavy flavor hadrons within the Bethe-Salpeter-model has already been successfully performed for mesons, see [3] for the results.
In the case of charmless baryons we used a three-quark interaction given by a linearly rising confinement potential equipped with a suitable spinoral structure that has been fixed by light flavored baryons [1] . This interaction remains completely unchanged in the present work.
As we will show this ansatz also yields a satisfactory description of charmed baryons and hence the confining potential is flavor independent and universal.
The residual interaction we use is a phenomenological extension of 't Hooft's instanton-induced force to charm quarks (see [4, 5] for details on instantons). Phenomenologically here means that the standard derivation is not justified for massive quarks and applicable only for nearly massless quarks. The couplings that enter into this twobody 't Hooft-contribution are for light quarks fixed phenomenologically by the non-strange and the strange baryon spectra and are left unchanged. Two additional couplings enter when including charm quarks and are treated as free parameters. The constituent quark mass of the charmed quark represents another free parameter as well.
These three new parameters are fixed by fitting the experimental single charm baryon spectrum to which we compare our calculations in detail.
Acting between a heavy and a light quark, the onegluon-exchange is an alternative residual two-quark interaction and is investigated within the same framework. We thus will compare the influence of the one-gluon-exchange on the charmed baryon spectrum to the effects of the extended instanton force.
With these parameters fixed we go a step further and calculate the masses of the lowest double and triple charm baryons and compare the results to the very sparse experimental data. A number of predictions is added.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 very briefly recapitulates the Bethe-Salpeter-model and shows the ingredients and basic equations. For more details on the theory of the Bethe-Salpeter-model we refer to [6] . Section 3 shortly explains the interactions we use, especially the phenomenological extension of 't Hooft's force to charm quarks. Section 4 summarizes all model parameters and our results for the spectrum of charmed baryons. These results are discussed in detail in comparison to the experimental data. We display the results for the one-gluonexchange as a residual interaction as well and discuss calculated mass spectra for double and triple charm baryons before concluding in sec. 5. 2 Bethe-Salpeter-model
Bound states
Our formally covariant constituent quark model is based on the Bethe-Salpeter-amplitude χ defined via quark field operators Ψ ai (x i ) by χP a 1 a 2 a 3 (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = 0|T Ψ a 1 (x 1 )Ψ a 2 (x 2 )Ψ a 3 (x 3 )|P (1) whereP denotes the four-momentum of the on-shell bound state and T the time ordering operator. The Bethe-Salpeter-amplitude describes the baryonic bound states and replaces the usual quantum mechanical wave function in non-relativistic quark models. Due to translational invariance we switch from now on to relative coordinates.
The Fourier-transform of the Bethe-Salpeter-amplitude is determined by the Bethe-Salpeter-equation
where full quark propagators are denoted by S i F . K stands for the irreducible interaction kernel that contains both irreducible two-and three-quark interaction kernels, K (2) and K (3) respectively. See fig. 1 for a graphical illustration.
Approximations
Solving eq. (2) rigorously is presently not possible: The propagators and the interaction kernels are sums of an infinite number of Feynman-graphs and are unknown functions within QCD. Furthermore, the dependence of the Bethe-Salpeter-equation (2) on the relative energies leads to a complicated analytic pole structure. We therefore replace the full quark propagator S i F by the usual fermion propagator
where m i denotes the effective constituent quark mass and enters as a free parameter. As a second approximation we choose the interaction kernels to be instantaneous in the rest frame of the baryon with mass M . This means that these do not depend on their relative energies, i.e.
and
where we have suppressed the multi-indices. The index k numbers the three possible quark pairs.
Salpeter-equation
When genuine two-quark kernels K (2) are involved, special difficulties arise if one now wants to eliminate the relative energies in eq. (2) . Because of the third non-interacting spectator quark there remains a relative energy dependence.
However, we can eliminate the relative energies in eq. (2) by introducing the projected Salpeter-amplitude
where we use the usual Salpeter-amplitude
and the Salpeter-projector
The projection operator reads
where
and P F f = |f f | is the flavor projector that assigns the correct quark masses with f running over all flavors. The one-quark energy is
and the Dirac-Hamilton-operator
As shown in detail in [6] , eq. (2) can now be reduced in Born-approximation to an eigenvalue problem of the form
for the projected Salpeter-amplitude, the eigenvalues being the baryon masses M . The Salpeter-Hamiltonian H explicitly reads
+terms with interacting quark pairs (23) and (31) where (15) denotes the free three-quark Hamiltonian with
Equation (13) is called the Salpeter-equation and can be solved by standard techniques. This procedure has been already successfully applied to the calculation of light baryons, see [1, 2, 6] . The spectra describe very well the experimental Regge-trajectories and hyperfine structures with a very limited number of free parameters.
Interactions
We will now specify the interaction kernels V (3) and V (2) which enter into eq. (14) . We assume confinement to be a pure three-quark potential; the instanton-induced force and alternatively one-gluon-exchange are given by twoquark residual interactions.
Confinement
Quarks have the property to be asymptotically free at short distances but to interact strongly for large distances in the low and intermediate energy region. It is still not possible to derive their confinement analytically from QCD but it is clearly visible in lattice calculations. We thus parameterize the confinement potential phenomenologically. As shown in [1, 2] the instantaneous ansatz
3 ) (17) given in coordinate space with
leads to satisfactory results when describing light flavor baryon spectra. The offset a and the slope b enter as free parameters and are fixed by the light flavor baryon spectrum. We do not change these confinement parameters and thus assume that confinement is indeed universal and flavor independent.
't Hooft's potential
Instantons are special solutions of the classical Euclidean QCD Yang-Mills-equations. They fall into topologically distinct homotopy classes and can in Minkowski-space be interpreted as tunneling events between distinct vacua. As shown for the first time in [4] instantons can contribute to quark interactions. In particular, instantons lead to an effective two-quark interaction which for quark pairs in baryons reads
where P D S12=0 is the projector onto spin-singlet states and P F A (f 1 f 2 ) is the projector onto flavor-antisymmetric quark pairs with flavors f 1 and f 2 . The couplings g f1f2 are given by integrals over instanton densities which are basically unknown. We treat them here as free parameters.
Note that we have ad hoc extended 't Hooft's force to charmed quarks by introducing two additional couplings g nc and g sc and flavor projectors P Due to the non-perturbative approach we also had to regularize 't Hooft's potential which is essentially a contact interaction that we have replaced by a Gaussian function of the form
The effective range parameter λ enters as an additional free parameter assumed to be flavor independent.
One-gluon-exchange
For comparison we investigate also the one-gluon-exchange as a residual interaction by assuming a gluon propagator
in Coulomb-gauge withq := q/|q|, see [7] . The component D 00 (q), which describes the Coulomb-potential, is already instantaneous and we make the remaining components also instantaneous by setting q 2 equal to −|q| 2 . The two-quark one-gluon-exchange interaction then reads in coordinate space
wherex := x/|x|, see again [7] . We treat the strong coupling constant α s as a fit parameter.
Results and discussion

General remarks
The baryons we consider can be classified into flavor SU (4) multiplets. The subsets of defined symmetry under permutation of the three quarks are obtained as irreducible representations of the threefold product of the fundamental representation of SU(4), i.e.
The indices stand for total and mixed symmetry and antisymmetry. We are mainly interested in single charm baryons which reduces the flavor space to a symmetric 6-plet containing Σ c , Ξ c and Ω c , a mixed 6-plet containing Σ c , Ξ ′ c and Ω c , a mixed and an anti-symmetric3-plet containing both Λ c and Ξ c . Note that we have exact SU (2) + are linear combinations of states belonging to mixed multiplets. This will be further investigated in the discussion. The Particle Data Group Collaboration lists fourteen detected charmed baryons [8] , thirteen single and only one double charm state. No spin or parity quantum numbers have actually been measured yet but are plausible quark model assignments. There are no quantum numbers known for the one two-and the two one-star states, among them the double charm candidate.
The only ground state of the single charm multiplets that has not been detected yet is the Ω c 3 2 + belonging to the symmetric 6-plet.
Parameters
Before we present the results for the spectra of charmed baryons calculated within the Bethe-Salpeter-model, we show in table 1 the explicit numbers of the free parameters that enter into the calculations. We have added three additional free parameters, namely the constituent quark mass m c and the couplings g nc and g sc , to the seven parameters already fixed by the lightflavored baryon spectrum.
There is no contribution of 't Hooft's force for flavor symmetric states, such as ∆-resonances. So the off-set parameter a and the slope b of the confinement potential and the non-strange quark mass m n have been fixed by the well measured positive-parity ∆-Regge trajectory alone. The strange quark mass m s is fitted to the decuplet hyperons that are not affected by the 't Hooft-potential either. The coupling g nn and the effective range λ are fixed by the ∆ − N mass splitting whereas the coupling g ns is determined by the experimental hyperfine splitting between octet and decuplet hyperon ground states.
The new free parameters m c , g nc and g sc are simultaneously fitted to the eleven experimentally known threeand four-star single charm baryons listed in [8] . Table 2 compares the numbers of all thirteen known experimental masses to our computed values for single charm baryonic states using 't Hooft's force between all possible flavor combinations as given in eq. (20). Figure 2 displays not only the direct comparison between theoretical and known experimental resonances but also shows many states that we predict which have not been observed so far. We restrict ourselves to the energy region between 2200 and 3120 MeV and to total spins not exceeding
Spectrum of charmed baryons
Comparing the gross structure of the experimental and theoretical spectrum we find a very good overall agreement. We have a very clear one-to-one correlation between experimental and theoretical states: There is no experimental state that we do not predict and there is no low lying theoretical resonance that is not observed.
We assign the two-star resonance to the first excited Λ c 
The single charm baryon spectrum calculated in the Bethe-Salpeter-model using an appropriate three-quark confinement potential and 't Hooft's force between all possible flavor combinations (on the left side of each column) in comparison to the experimental masses from [8] (on the right side where the status is indicated by stars, the mass uncertainty by a shaded box and the lack of knowledge on quantum numbers by a question mark) for various total angular momentum J and parity π assignments given by our model.
predicted states have a relative mass deviation less than one percent. The remaining three baryons have a mass deviation that is approximately one and a half percent. We underestimate the Λ c by 13 MeV which is only 0.6% of its total mass whereas the other four-star state Σ c (2455) is overestimated by 7 MeV which is only 0.3% of the total mass. Whereas these pairs each are almost degenerate in the Bethe-Salpeter-model they seem to be clearly separated experimentally. The theoretical splitting between the two Λ c resonances even has the wrong sign. This can also be found for the negative parity sector in the light flavor baryon spectra of the ∆, N and Λ resonances, see [1, 2] . Consequently, we underestimate both masses of the 3 2 − -states Λ c (2625) and Ξ c (2815) by 1.6% which is still small but distinctly more than for all the other states. The theoretical splitting between the two Ξ c resonances has at least the correct sign but the theoretical mass for Ξ c (2790) is already too small by 0.8%.
The one-and two-star resonances are again very well described and differ only by 4 MeV and −7 MeV when compared to the experimental values.
In table 2 we have also given our prediction for the Ω c 3 2 + that is the only baryon of the symmetric 6-plet that has not been detected in experiment yet.
Instanton effects between light quarks
We shall now study in detail the effects of the 't Hooftinteraction between light quarks and a light and a charm quark by switching off the 't Hooft-couplings g nn , g ns , g nc and g sc and increasing gradually their strengths one after another to their final values given in Table 2 . Ratings, the experimental (EXP) positions with their error bars (in MeV) together with the quantum numbers total angular momentum J and parity π of all known single charm baryons [8] . These masses are compared to the values calculated within the Bethe-Salpeter-model (BSM) using an appropriate three-quark confinement potential and 't Hooft's force between all possible flavor combinations. For the one-and two-star resonances, for which the quantum numbers are not known, we have performed an assignment based on the spectrum given in fig. 2 . We also predict the mass for the Ωc been shown in [1, 2] that instanton-induced effects indeed dominate the fine structure of the whole light-flavored baryon spectrum. We will show that this is also the case for charmed baryons. Figure 3 shows on the left in each column the theoretical single charm baryon spectrum of the Λ c and Σ c resonances determined by the confinement interaction alone which means that g nn = g nc = 0. Due to their quark contents nnc there never is a contribution from the coupling parameterized by g ns .
We see that Σ c (2455), Σ c (2520) and Λ c (2880) are actually already well described by the confinement potential alone. It is true that the four-star state Σ c (2455) is with 87 MeV clearly overestimated but we are now just interested in the gross picture.
Keeping the coupling g nc at zero, we increase the coupling g nn switching on the 't Hooft-interaction between the light quarks. We observe that in particular the lowest lying states Λ c vor states of the anti-symmetric anti-triplet3 A are antisymmetric anyway. The total intrinsic spin of these states is not 3 2 and thus the spin part not totally symmetric. Such spin-flavor combinations allow 't Hooft's force (which projects onto anti-symmetric spin and flavor pairs) to act unhindered which in fact it does.
The opposite is true for the spin-flavor SU(8) configurations of the Σ c in table 4. All states belong to flavor 6-plets. The flavor states of the mixed sextet 6 M are symmetric under the interchange of the two light quarks and the flavor states of the symmetric sextet 6 S are symmetric anyway. This forbids 't Hooft's force to act between the nn-quark pairs which can also be seen in fig. 3 .
Using the confinement potential alone, the calculated ground states Λ c + leads to their experimentally observed splitting, including the correct sign. This splitting amounts to 167 MeV in experiment and is 239 MeV when we only take into account 't Hooft's force acting between the light quarks. The latter number will be modified in the correct direction when we also include the 't Hooft-interaction between a light and the charm quark.
Looking again at fig. 3 and the remaining states, we see that the experimental situation for the Λ c and Σ c res- + . We note that the lowering of the former pair states is almost identically strong which spoils a direct explanation for their splitting. This is no surprise since they possess almost identical spin-flavor configurations, see table 3, but the lowering is too strong for the 3 2 − -state. Nevertheless, we will see below that the splitting between the second pair can be impressively explained with the extension of 't Hooft's force to charm quarks. Figure 4 shows on the left in each column the theoretical single charm baryon spectrum of the Ξ c resonances again determined by the confinement interaction alone which means that g ns = g nc = g sc = 0. Due to the quark flavor content nsc there never is a contribution from the coupling parameterized by g nn .
We see that only the Ξ c (2645) is really well described by the confinement potential alone. But increasing just the coupling g ns and keeping the other couplings g nc and g sc at zero, we observe that the two lowest lying degenerate states for the spin-parity combination To sum up the situation for the Ξ c in fig. 4 , it can be said that the gross experimental structure is already well described by the confinement potential and 't Hooft's residual interaction operating only between light quarks. However, the masses of the the important states Ξ c and Ξ ′ c are too large which will be cured below when including phenomenologically 't Hooft's force also operating between a light and a charm quark.
We finally notice that for the Ω c there is no 't Hooftpotential between two light quarks.
Instanton effects between a light and a charm quark
Based on the findings of the preceding section, we will now investigate the effects of the instanton-induced interaction when operating also between a light and the charm quark. + is a 2 6 M [S]-state which can be influenced by the extended 't Hooft-force we are considering whereas the Σ c 3 2
+ is a 4 6 S [S]-state and thus not changed by 't Hooft's interaction for reasons we have already explained.
We also see a lowering of the Λ c whose position was 16 MeV too high before and 13 MeV too low after we have increased g nc to its maximum value. So we achieve also here a slight improvement by the additional residual interaction.
Due to this strong lowering of the theoretical Σ c (2455) we get in the Bethe-Salpeter-model a final splitting between the Λ c and the Σ c (2455) of 187 MeV which is very close to the already mentioned experimental value of 167 MeV. The extended version of 't Hooft's force improves this number by 52 MeV.
The experimental splitting between the lowest lying Λ c
2
− -and Λ c 3 2 − -states remains unexplained. Although the additional 't Hooft-force acts only very weakly on these two states, the effect of it even has the wrong sign. Nevertheless, the mass of the Λ c (2593) is perfectly described.
We shall not forget the two-and one-star resonance whose masses are lowered by 17 MeV and 21 MeV respectively, almost matching their alleged experimental counterparts. Figure 6 shows on the left in each column the theoretical single charm baryon spectrum of the Ξ c and Ω c resonances determined by the confinement interaction and the residual interaction operating only between the light quarks which means that g ns = 94.0 MeV fm 3 and g nc = g sc = 0. We first increase the coupling g nc to its maximum value and depict the resulting masses in the middle of each column. We then increase the coupling g sc and compare the final theoretical values to the experimental ones.
We especially observe further lowerings of the theoretical Ξ c and Ξ Table 6 . Masses (in MeV) and SU(8) configuration mixings (in %) for the Ωc ground state and excited states with total angular momentum J and parity π.
improves the theoretical mass splitting between them by 16 MeV to 143 MeV. This is closer to the experimental splitting of 108 MeV than without the phenomenological extension of 't Hooft's force to charm quarks. Due to its SU (8) spin-flavor configuration the theoretical mass for the Ξ c (2645) is never influenced by 't Hooft's force which is reasonable because it is already well described by the confinement potential alone.
Concerning the theoretical states for the Ξ c (2790) and the Ξ c (2815), the circumstances are very similar to the case of the Λ c (2593) and the Λ c (2625). These pairs not only have exactly the same quantum numbers but show the same behavior when compared to the experimental states. The effects of 't Hooft's force are almost negligible but again have the wrong sign and cannot explain the experimentally observed splitting.
When we only take the confinement potential into account the theoretical position of the Ω c is overestimated by 23 MeV compared to the experiment. There is trivially no contribution from 't Hooft's force between a quark pair nc but a strong lowering by 33 MeV due to 't Hooft's force between the quark pair sc although the value for g sc is relatively small. Looking at its SU(8) spin-flavor configuration in table 6, the Ω c is indeed almost a pure 2 6 M [S]-state. With 't Hooft's force switched on we underestimate the mass of the Ω c only by 10 MeV which is much better than without 't Hooft's force.
Summarizing the effects of the 't Hooft-interaction, we can clearly state that the phenomenological extension of the instanton-induced force to charmed baryons leads to visible improvements in the whole fine structure of the single charm baryon spectrum.
One-gluon-exchange
For comparison we replace within the same framework our phenomenologically motivated extension of 't Hooft's force by the instantaneous version of the one-gluon-exchange as a residual interaction operating between a light and a heavy quark. The interaction between the light quarks, which is taken to be the instanton-induced force, remains the same and forms the basis for all calculations presented in this work. Its effects on the single charm baryon spectrum is already discussed in sec. 4.4. In the previous section we have seen that the extended 't Hooft-interaction is able to improve the fine structure of the spectrum which is based on the confinement potential and the 't Hooft-interaction between the light quarks. We now show that the one-gluon-exchange between a light and a heavy quark is capable of explaining some features of the experimental spectrum but cannot account for some distinguished properties concerning the fine structure.
The confinement potential used here primarily models the long-ranged confining forces. But due to its negative offset it also induces a short-ranged attractive influence which acts between all quark pairs, regardless if they are light or heavy. When we want to consider the one-gluon-exchange and 't Hooft's interaction combined in the same framework but acting between differently flavored quark pairs, we have to take into account that the one-gluon-exchange also has a short-ranged attractive effect. Avoiding a double-counting of these attractive shortranged forces, we therefore neglect the Coulomb-term D 00 in eq. (24). Figure 7 shows the resulting single charm baryon spectrum where the new parameters, namely the strong coupling constant α s = 1.0 and the charm constituent quark mass m c = 1940 MeV, are fitted simultaneously to the three-and four-star charmed baryons.
We find that there is a clear one-to-one correlation between experimental and theoretical states and in particular the masses of the lowest lying states Λ c The one-gluon-exchange also underestimates the resonance masses of the problematic pairs Λ c (2593), Λ c (2625) and Ξ c (2790), Ξ c (2815), on average by 20 MeV more for each state when compared to 't Hooft's force. But the onegluon-exchange can allusively account for their splittings: They are 7 MeV and 10 MeV respectively and are approximately by factors five and three too small when compared to the experimental splittings of 33 MeV and 26 MeV.
We can summarize that the one-gluon-exchange is able to describe the single charm baryon spectrum but the splittings it generates (in spite of the embarrassing large coupling α s ) are too small to explain the fine structure satisfactorily. We obtain overall better results using the extended version of 't Hooft's interaction.
Double and triple charm baryons
Without introducing additional free parameters we also compute the masses of double and triple charm baryons. Encouraged by its success in describing the fine structure of the single charm baryon spectrum, we again use the extended 't Hooft-force between a light and a charm quark which now is the only residual interaction since there is only one light quark. Table 7 . The theoretical mass positions (in MeV) of the lowest lying double and triple charm baryons in dependence of the total angular momentum J and parity π calculated within the Bethe-Salpeter-model (BSM) using an appropriate three-quark confinement potential and 't Hooft's force between a light and a charm quark (labeled with "full"). We also show the computed masses using the confinement potential only (labeled with "conf.").
the effects of 't Hooft's force we also present the results using the confinement potential alone.
The only experimental clue for a double charm baryon, namely the Ξ cc , stems from the SELEX Collaboration at Fermilab [9] . The mass of the Ξ cc is supposedly (3519 ± 1) MeV, its quantum numbers are unknown. The Particle Data Group Collaboration does not consider this state as established and gives it only one star [8] .
Taking this experimental finding seriously, all our theoretical predictions given in table 7 are too high. The most obvious identification is with the lowest lying state which has the spin-parity combination The deviation to the experiment is thus 3.5% which is still not too bad.
Various other models predict the lowest lying Ξ cc 1 2 + -state also too high and very comparable to our result: In the framework of a relativistic quasi potential quark model [10] one obtains 3660 MeV and in a similar and more recent calculation by the same authors [11] 3620 MeV, in the framework of a simple potential model [12] one obtains 3630 MeV, by exploiting regularities in the hadron interaction energies to obtain sum rules [13] one obtains 3676 MeV and in quenched lattice calculations [14, 15] one obtains approximately 3600 MeV.
Looking again at table 7, we see that 't Hooft's force lowers the Ξ cc 1 2 + -state by the relatively large amount of 81 MeV but it seems that its strength is somehow not strong enough to explain the small experimental value. The single charm baryon spectrum calculated in the Bethe-Salpeter-model using an appropriate three-quark confinement potential, the one-gluon-exchange between a light and a heavy quark and 't Hooft's force between the remaining flavor combinations (on the left side of each column) in comparison to the experimental situation taken from [8] (on the right side where the status is indicated by stars, the mass uncertainty by a shaded box and the lack of knowledge of quantum numbers by a question mark) in dependence of the total angular momentum J and the parity π.
Conclusion
In the framework of a relativistically covariant constituent quark model we calculated on the basis of the BetheSalpeter-equation in its instantaneous approximation mass spectra of single, double and triple charm baryons. We used a linearly rising three-body confinement potential and as a residual interaction between light quarks always 't Hooft's instanton-induced force. Both interactions were already fixed by the non-strange and strange baryon spectrum and were left unchanged in the calculations of this work. The Bethe-Salpeter-model was therewith able to give an adequate description of the whole non-strange and strange baryon spectra. In this paper we have extended phenomenologically 't Hooft's force to include also charm quarks introducing two additional new free coupling parameters. However, the foundations of such a force are by no means clear because strictly it exist only for nearly massless quarks. Our investigation is therefore to be considered to be of exploratory nature. Nevertheless, we keep for simplicity the name instanton-induced force. We showed the computed spectrum of the single charm baryons, compared it to the experiment and discussed in detail the instanton-induced effects. We have found not only a very good overall agreement between theory and experiment but also the hyperfine splittings were accurately described. The extended version of 't Hooft's force can in particular correctly explain the experimental mass splittings between the Λ c and the Σ c (2455) and the Ξ c and the Ξ ′ c . Within the same framework we have considered an alternative effective interaction by replacing the 't Hooftinteraction between a light and the charm quark by the one-gluon-exchange. We reject the one-gluon-exchange phenomenologically due to its insufficiency to reproduce the correct fine structure of the charmed baryon spectrum.
Finally we have given many predictions for masses of double and triple charm baryons to be confronted with results from further experimental analyses.
Our theoretical investigations are still incomplete because so far we have not computed electroweak couplings and strong decays of charmed baryons. This is work in progress. Indeed, a number of experimental results are now available which could be used to further test our specific model. With the exception of Λ c , semileptonic decays have been computed so far only for light flavored baryons [16] .
